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Sulzer completed the acquisition of Medmix Systems AG, a specialist in
application systems for the healthcare market
Sulzer has acquired Medmix Systems AG, a provider of applicators for tissue
treatment, bone repair, oral surgery and drug delivery in the healthcare market.
The acquisition of Medmix, headquartered in Rotkreuz (Switzerland), extends the Applicator
Systems division’s portfolio of mixing and dispensing devices, adding a healthcare segment
to leading positions in dental, adhesives and beauty.
Applicator Systems’ Division President, Amaury de Menthiere, said: “We are very pleased to
add Medmix products and technology to our current portfolio. This allows us to further
strengthen our position as state-of-the-art supplier of mixing and dispensing solutions in the
healthcare market.”

Sulzer's core strengths are flow control and applicators. We specialize in pumping solutions and services for
rotating equipment, as well as separation, mixing and application technology. Our customers benefit from a
network of over 180 production and service sites around the world. Sulzer has been headquartered in Winterthur,
Switzerland, since 1834. In 2017, we achieved sales of roughly CHF 3 billion with around 14'700 employees. Our
shares are traded on the SIX Swiss Exchange (SIX: SUN). www.sulzer.com
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This document may contain forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, projections of financial
developments, market activity, or future performance of products and solutions containing risks and uncertainties.
These forward-looking statements are subject to change based on known or unknown risks and various other
factors that could cause actual results or performance to differ materially from the statements made herein.
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